
EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

A dirt road runs through thick woods. Only slivers of

moonlight break in through the heavy canopy.

A DRIVER drives a cart behind two horses. His PASSENGER,

hands shaking, stuffs tobacco into a long-stemmed pipe. Both

shift uncomfortably, their eyes darting at the treeline.

DRIVER

Ha! Haunted? Full of bandits, aye.

But these woods are not haunted.

Unconvinced, the passenger slumps in his cloak, cradling his

pipe. Both men suddenly turn their attention ahead.

TRISTA

Help! Hello! Please!

Ahead, they spy a woman (TRISTA, early 20s, long dark curls)

laying in the road, pinned under a broken tree limb.

The driver snaps the reins and they ride to her aid.

EXT. WOODS - MOMENTS LATER

The cart comes to a stop. Trista, wearing a peasant dress,

reaches towards them, tears streaming down her face.

TRISTA

Bandits! They--they attacked us!

They’ve left me for dead! Please!

You have to help me!

DRIVER

Calm down, lass. We’ll help you.

Both men dismount and begin

hoisting the log from her leg.

EXT. WOODS, REAR OF THE CART - CONTINUOUS

Meanwhile, a young man (CYMON, early 20s, thin, bright-eyed)

emerges from the woods and silently sneaks up behind the

cart.

He is followed by two teenagers: One female (ZESHA), one

male (TAFFY), both wiry, pale-skinned, and red-headed.

(CONTINUED)
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Cymon takes the lock on the back of the cart into his hands.

Zesha and Taffy keep watch as Cymon closes his eyes and

begins mumbling a strange incantation under his breath. (A

thin white line of light momentarily breaks through Cymon’s

eyes before his lids close all the way.)

CYMON

(Spirit Voice)

Y ffordd ar gau ger fy mron...

[Style note: When Cymon casts a spell--when he is using his

"Spirit Voice" we can hear his natural voice, and behind

that almost as an echo, we also hear both a deep guttural

voice and a high breathy whisper, speaking the same words as

his natural voice. This is the same for all Spiritbound.]

EXT. WOODS, IN FRONT OF THE CART - CONTINUOUS

The two men grunt as they finally manage to lift the heavy

tree limb away. Trista rolls out from underneath, gasping.

The driver helps her to her feet. She stands up and, but for

a few scrapes, she appears fine. She catches both men

looking her up and down, particularly her chest.

She feigns a smile, putting on a damsel act.

TRISTA

O, thank the gods you came along

when you did! I don’t know what I

would have done without you!

DRIVER

It’s no trouble, lass. Do you...

need a ride further down the road?

After stealing a quick glance behind the cart, Trista

continues the act, keeping the driver’s attention. She takes

his hands in her own, locks eyes with him.

TRISTA

You both have already done so much

for me. More than you could

possibly know.

Trista leans in, as if going in to kiss him.
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EXT. WOODS, REAR OF THE CART - CONTINUOUS

CYMON

(Spirit Voice)

...yn awr yn agor.

The instant Cymon finishes mumbling, the lock clicks open.

He opens the door to the cart and Zesha and Taffy climb in.

Cymon follows and swings the cart door closed behind them.

EXT. WOODS, IN FRONT OF THE CART - CONTINUOUS

The driver puckers his lips, lecherous and dopey.

Suddenly Trista’s expression changes, all innocence

vanishing. Her eyes flash white as she speaks.

TRISTA

(Spirit Voice)

Dim i’w weld.

As the last syllable leaves her lips, Trista disappears in a

flurry of dead leaves, carried away on the wind.

Both men jump back. The horses whinny. The passenger looks

down at his feet where the tree limb was. A large snake now

crawls over his boots. His pipe falls from his gaping mouth.

PASSENGER

Binder! She’s a binder!

Both men run screaming back to the cart, scrambling up the

cart, grasping for the reins.

EXT. WOODS, REAR OF THE CART - CONTINUOUS

Trista reappears and runs toward the cart. She’s out of

breath. The driver snaps the reigns and the cart rushes off

down the road. Apples bounce loose from the cart as the rear

door swings open.

Zesha and Taffy look on worried as Trista runs after them.

Cymon’s eyes glow white as he reaches out for Trista.

CYMON

(Spirit Voice)

Mae hyn yn un, i mi.

Trista is lifted by an invisible force and is tossed into

the cart, crash landing into a pile of apples.

(CONTINUED)
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CYMON

Cutting it a little close, aren’t

we? You’re completely sapped.

TRISTA

(out of breath)

More fun this way.

Zesha and Taffy’s worried looks turn to grins. Cymon shakes

his head, smiles, bites into an apple. Tosses one to Trista.

The cart disappears down the long road in cloud of dirt.

EXT. STREETS OF LAFOS - NIGHT

Torch-lit streets. Loud, festive music. Fife and drums. Half

naked DANCERS in costumes encrusted with jewels and covered

with fabrics of every color parade down a cobblestone

street. They throw flowers and the occasional tomato.

WOMEN and MEN are lined up along the streets, drinking wine

from horns and wine sacs. Laughing, smiling, goosing each

others’ behinds. This is Kingsweek, a celebration for all.

A sign above a tavern door depicts a winged fox.

INT. THE FLYING VIXEN - NIGHT

Raucous candle-lit tavern. Steins and horns are overflowing.

A BUSTY WOMAN lies on a table and pours wine into FAT MAN’s

mouth as a CROWD gathers and cheers them on.

TWO MEN bump into each other. They swing drunk punches at

each others’ surprised, spinning faces. In the chaos, a

candelabra crashes to the floor, rolls to a stop at a pair

of boots. Overturned, the flames burn at the wrong angle.

The boots belong to Deputy Warden NORA PELL (late 20s, short

blond hair, fit, serious). She wears simple armor, one

silver stripe across each of her shoulders. Two short swords

are sheathed across her back.

Nora grits her teeth, all patience lost. She punches one of

the fighting men in the back of the neck--a two fisted

hammer punch--and he goes down. The other, she heel-kicks in

the face. He falls, his eyes flutter, and he’s out cold.

Other patrons give her room as she scoops up the

still-burning candelabra.

She slams the candelabra on the bar in front of a BARTENDER.

(CONTINUED)
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BARTENDER

My apologies. You know how folks

can get around this time of year.

NORA

It’s not the fighting that concerns

me.

BARTENDER

Aye, it is technically magical. But

it’s just a candle. For the gods’

sake, lady, it is Kingsweek!

NORA

I am not one of your dumb barmaids.

I am a Warden of Lafos, and you

will show me due respect.

The bartender looks admonished. A few BARMAIDS look

offended.

NORA

Citizen, as of now, you have sold

your last cup of ale. This tavern

is shut down. Party’s over--

BARTENDER

--Oh, hang on a minute! That’s a

bit steep.

NORA

It’s the law. Now, everyone out!

The music stops.

Everyone stares, unconvinced that this is real. Nora

unsheathes her swords, holds them at her sides.

BARTENDER

Whoa there.

NORA

Now!

Everybody moans and groans as they finish their drinks and

stand to leave. The Bartender and Barmaids glare at Nora.

In similar armor but with two stripes on his shoulders,

Warden HANES GUSTOFF (late 40s, liver-spotted, bushy

mustache, stout) walks up to Nora, gripping a tankard.

GUSTOFF

Citizens! Settle down! What’s the

nature of the trouble here?

(CONTINUED)
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NORA

It’s under control, Gustoff.

BARTENDER

She’s mad! She wants to put me out

of business over a candle!

NORA

Any use of magic is forbidden. This

is Lafos. That is the law.

Gustoff looks annoyed, takes a swig, and sucks the ale from

his mustache. He sighs and turns to the Bartender.

GUSTOFF

You’re not being shut down--

NORA

--What?!--

GUSTOFF

--Sheath your weapons, Deputy. Nora

grimaces and reluctantly sheaths

her swords.

Gustoff turns to the Bartender, putting the situation to

order.

GUSTOFF

We will however need to confiscate

these items. How many more of these

are you in possession of?

INT. THE FLYING VIXEN - MOMENTS LATER

Fifes and drums play. Nora crosses her arms at the bar.

Gustoff sits down next to her.

GUSTOFF

(to the bar)

Dragonwine. Two.

NORA

What was that? It is a Warden’s

work to serve due justice!--

GUSTOFF

--I am familiar with the credo,

Deputy Warden Pell. However, even

if you possessed the necessary

authority, shutting down an entire

tavern over a few enchanted

candles, during Kingsweek?

(CONTINUED)
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NORA

It’s the law--

GUSTOFF

--It’s excessive. It’s not as if

the man’s a binder. If you want to

serve him his due justice, write

the bastard a citation.

Nora scowls. She turns away from him.

GUSTOFF

Ugh. Yes, Nora, magic is forbidden.

It’s against the laws of man and

nature, et cetera and so forth. But

this personal crusade of yours, you

need to put that aside. It will

only impede you in doing your duty.

Nora rolls her eyes at Gustoff as the bartender slides over

two small copper cups, fills them with greenish gold liquid.

NORA

I supposed you’d know. Seems not

even a crate of ale a day can

impede you in doing your duty. If

only all Wardens were so dogged.

GUSTOFF

It’s Kingsweek, Nora. Lighten up.

Gustoff takes a cup, and raises it to Nora in salute.

GUSTOFF

What do you say... to Nicolas?

Nora glowers at him, offended. Beyond offended.

NORA

If this is meant as a joke, I do

not find it funny.

GUSTOFF

I wouldn’t joke about that. As your

Primacy, I want you to know that I

do understand where you’re coming

from. About your brother.

Nora balls her fists, stands up.

NORA

You understand nothing.
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She picks up the cup, turns it upside down and dumps it out.

Frowning, she walks away..


